
                            A MAXIMUS  DIP AT BELROSE 
  
      Monday night .....a quiet dead end street  in the backwaters of Belrose was the setting 
for a gathering of forty nine prime athletes' cooled down by a soft mist of rain and looking 
forward to a great run followed by a lavish dinner .....they were not disappointed ..The 
hares , SHEEP DIP and MAXIMUS MINIMUS , assisted by the able committee excelled 
themselves on all accounts. 
          
     The runners and walkers set off on separate paths and joined up latter. BUNNY 
TRAPPER , believing there were naked nymphs down near the creek, led the walkers 
DARWIN ,SANFRANSICO and IRISH who is buying new running shorts this week ,down 
the walkers path they travelled  and  were joined by CENTERPOINT who is a regular on 
Hollywood Tonight , and  FRENCHIE, KING ARTHUR and W C on the steep ascent  home. 
     After bush bashing down the steep incline to the creek ..SUPERGLUE, SALTPETER 
,CINDERS and WITCHS TIT, led the adventures across the wild rushing creek and even 
LAST CARD LOUIS, realised that going home with dry shoes was a lost cause and REAL 
hashman get wet shoes anyway..... ..SCUD was heard to say that if the river flooded any 
higher he may have to bring over his boat  to rescue everyone. 
     After the crossing many went left... but the smart runners SCOTSMAN and KHYBER, 
led by PRESIDENT CALICI,were not fooled by this .....Further into the run and after 
several river crossings GOONSHOW commented that with so much mountain water on his 
feet, his six year battle with tinea had now been cured. 
      On reaching the Cascades the final incident occurred and this event was so 
embarrassing it would not be documented by this scribe ,except that it was caught on 
camera by the intrepid Hash Photographer eagle eye TIC TOC..........a certain hashman 
who did resemble JOCK the SOCK ,in trying to avoid a wet feet crossing managed to 
actually fall and had to swim the crossing assisted by CAPTAIN BLIGH ......and then 
YAKKITY YAK ,having been constantly watching the Winter Olympics, thought he was 
playing in the Canadian Curling  Team and skated across the water very impressively. 
JUNGLE JIM will this week quote on a new steel structural bridge to alleviate any future 
mishaps. 
        Back at dinner it was a black tie event(without the tie) with prawns ,rare roast 
beef , followed by exotic cheese platters .PEE DUB needs to be thanked for delivering the 
trailer  and showing that his skills at erecting a tarpaulin still out weigh his joke ability .      
E SHIT  did us all a favour by not showing us  anything ..probably too small anyway. A 
great event on a grey night and full credit to the two hares MAXIMUS MINIMUS and 
SHEEP DIP who really excelled themselves ......ON  ON 
  
  
      FUTURE RUNS 
  8/3/10.................XXXX.... END OF QUARRY ROAD  HORNSBY 
                                    A GOOD BUSH HASH RUN THAT WILL BE EXCITING AND NOT  TOO  
                                    LONG WITH A GREAT MEAL TO FOLLOW 
 15/3/10 ...............YAKKITY AND  IAN........PENNANT HILLS ..NEW TERRITORY 
 21/3/10.................CAPTAIN BLIGH /CHASTITY .......TERRY HILLS 
 29/3/10.................LIGHTNING/  MOISHE 



 4/4//10.................ILLUCIFER / SMACKERS 
 11/4/10.................JOCK /TARTAN BED 
 


